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Who and What

Five years ago, a young mother quit her corporate job to enable herself to remain at home to 

raise her daughter. She was computer literate, web savvy, and entrepreneurial. She conducted on-

line research regarding online selling: legalities thereof, products (readily available and less available 

while desirable), product sourcing (manufacturers, distributors, of self-made), and ultimately began 

her own online business.

The objective, being a work-at-home-mom, was achieved. The business became a success!

This paper evaluates the business’ current web site and offers comments based primarily upon 

the work of Steve Krug. Current pages will be viewed and suggestions made where deemed neces-

sary (and compliments made where appropriate).

Human Computer Interaction: 

Existing Website Evaluation
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Website: www.miabellasoy.com/

Figure 1

At fi rst look, it is clear that the page has something to do with candles. Reading on, it becomes 

apparent that the site sells candles. And upon reading further – the site is recruiting sales associates. 

In fi gure 1 it is notable that there is far too much text cluttering the page. It is a violation of 

Krug’s “3rd Law of Usability: Get rid of half the words on each page…then get rid of half of what’s 

left.”1 He also notes that we should design for scanning and not for reading.

Upon looking at the page further, it is clear what text are links because they follow conventions. 

They are blue, underlined text. It is not clear what graphics are links. I am thinking and Krug titled his 

book “Don’t Make Me Think:” this thinking is a bad sign.

While decorative, the site seems bloated with cutesy graphics that do not add much more than 

clutter. 

1 Also noted in Wm Strunk’s The Elements of Style and Occam’s Razor: Law of Parsimony.
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It’s a two column site that appears too heavily weighted on the left. The header is clean and 

clear. The images of grapefruit, a chili pepper and some leafy spice (?) probably have some connec-

tion with scent as they are positioned directly beneath that word, however, does anyone want a chili 

pepper-scented candle? These graphics don’t seem to fi t the images I envision of enjoyable scents.

Clicking around the site produces some surprises: some graphics are links and others are not: 

navigation inconsistency. Also, there is no “Home” page button to be found. (However, after quite a bit 

of page element clicking and back-arrow clicking, I stumbled upon the fact that the top-of-page logo is 

the “Home” page click from any other page. It’s effective only after one fi gures that out!)

A photo is always a good element on a web page: people like to see who they are dealing with 

– and this photo, while very nice, is placed too far down the page. It would serve the layout better if it 

were repositioned more near the top of the page.

In general, Krug states there are some necessary considerations to make about one’s Home 

page:

• Site Identity and mission

• Site hierarchy (content and how it’s organized)

• Search (ability)

• Teases (of the food stuff inside)

• Timely content

• Deals

• Establish credibility and trust
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Site identity and mission are very clear. It sells candles and not wax candles but “soy” can-

dles: it is a “green” candle reseller!

Site hierarchy is unclear. There is a column of click-able graphics on the left and many click-

able text links in the paragraphs however there seems to be no navigational hierarchy at all.

Search is a feature not found on the site.

Teases are prominent. “Win a Candle” in the upper left corner of the page and on an animated 

graphic further down the page (graphic partially obscured in the screen shot). “Why soy/veggie” 

teases to the rationale for the product ingredients while “Testimonials” teases to encourage looking at 

what others are saying about the product and how many others are saying anything. (This addresses 

also establishing credibility and trust.)

Timely content is presented well with the scent of the month positioned in the center of the 

page.

Deals are nowhere to be found.

Establish credibility and trust is evident everywhere! Beginning with the very fi rst paragraph 

to the Welcome message in the center of the screen and the WAHM1 message towards the bottom of 

the page.

Generally, the Home page meets many of Krug’s criteria. It responds to the foregoing points 

and answers the four questions it must: “What is this?” “What can I do here?” “What do they have 

here?” And “Why should I be here and not someplace else?”

1 Work At Home Mom
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In order to enhance the site, a re-design was suggested that eliminated the paragraphs and 

most of the graphics. It resulted in a cleaner Home page look and is easier to navigate. And, if fol-

lowed throughout the site, should enhance the user experience and produce an increase in sales! 

The suggested re-design is below:

In closing, the paper called for an evaluation of an existing website discussing the elements 

that work well and the elements that are missing or need to be improved. I believe I addressed those 

points along with the who, what, when, and where. I have not yet addressed the why.

Why

The entrepreneur’s site I evaluated is my daughter’s. 
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